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Timcon commends
Brexit response
President John Dye praises industry
work ahead of UK making its final EU
exit
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Packaging Material Marking Programme
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packaging as a key USP in the circular
economy and helping businesses reduce
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their impact on the environment.

said close cooperation with government
and businesses throughout the lead up to
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of wooden packaging and pallets, noting in
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the Scottish Government’s target of 2045,”

in packaging waste, harmonisation of

issues that have required our attention,

he said.

repair regulations and global industry

this has been an incredibly busy 12 months

cooperation; while Timcon past president,

for Timcon. This has been thanks to the

Gil Covey, and Marck MacAuley, director

continuing hard work of Timcon’s

of IBEC – Ireland's largest business

executive committee, our active members

membership organisation, gave updates

and many other partners throughout the

respectively on European matters, and the
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TIMCON is also supporting the recently
launched Wood4Good Co2ts Less
campaign, which emphasises the use of
wood in reducing CO2 emissions and
fighting climate change.
Dye also gave an overviewof recent
developments

current backlog of felling licences in
Ireland.
“With these and other ongoing
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